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Zanzibar-Tanzania: Key Takeaways from TDD

1. Planning: Integration of Cultural Heritage Sustainable Tourism into overall urban development/regeneration master plan

2. Financing: the modalities for different projects, e.g., government subsidies, private sector financing and PPP

3. Implementation: joint force among stakeholders including communities, private sectors as well as government at all levels.
ZANZIBAR – TANZANIA Implications

1. Local Engagement with sites and their resources. Disturbance of Archeological sites for various reasons

2. Lack of awareness among the stockholders

3. Vandalism of vacant old building and archeological site

4. Climatic changes
<ZANZIBAR - TANZANIA> Actions to be Taken

- **Short-term:**
  - Development of Integrated Conservation and Heritage Master Plan including tourism development (2018-2023)
  - Technical assistance to DoMA to develop strategy plan and institutional strengthening

- **Medium-term:**
  - Restoration of Palace Museum including identification of the source for damage, development of options for restoration, technique methodology.

- **Long-term:**
  - TA for other heritage sites outside Stone
ZANZIBAR- TANZANIA- Lending and TA Active or Needed

• **Technical Assistance Work Planned:**
  - Capacity Building for STCDA an DoMA
  - Development of master plan for Cultural Heritage Sustainable Tourism
  - Zanzibar mobility plan development

• **Investment Work Planned:**
  - Storm water collection and drainage system to ensure that Stone Town is not flooding Street lighting to ensure on damage and secure security for tourist
  - Stand alone Cultural Heritage Sustainable Tourism project (needed)
Zanzibar - Tanzania - Support Needed

- **World Bank:**
  - Restoration of Palace Museum including identification of the source for damage, development of options for restoration, technique methodology
  - Technical Assistance for other heritage sites outside Stone

- **TDLC Program (Japan)**
  - Development of Integrated Conservation and Heritage Master Plan including tourism development (2018-2023) by Both STCDA
  - Technical assistance to DoMA to develop strategy plan and institutional strengthening
  - Restoration of Palace Museum including identification of the source for damage, development of options for restoration, technique methodology

- **Knowledge Products (Case Studies, Policy Notes, etc.)**
  - Case studies for Stone Town and Tumbatu Island
  - Policy Notes for Zanzibar Government for CHST governance
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